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ABSTRACT

The implementationand validationof the Chien low Reynoldsnumberk-e turbulencemodel in the
two-dimensional/axisymmetricversion of Proteus, a compressibleNavier-Stokescomputer code, are
presented. The set of k-e equations are solved by marchingin time using a coupled alternating
direction implicit (ADI) solutionprocedurewith generalizedfirst- or second-ordertime differencing.
To validate Proteus and the k-€turbulencemodel,laminarand turbulentcomputationshave been done
for severalbenchmark test cases: incompressiblefuUydeveloped2-D channel flow, fullydeveloped
axisymmewicpipe flow, boundarylayer flow over a fiat plate, and turbulent Sajben
subsonic/transonic diffuser flows. Proteus results from these testcases showed good agreementwith
analyticalresults and experimentaldata. Detailedcomparisonsof both mean flow and turbulent
quantitiesdemonstrated that the Chienk-e turbulencemodel gives good results over a wider rangeof
turbulentflows thanthe Baldwin-Lomaxturbulencemodelin the Proteuscode with no significant
CPU time penalty for more complicatedflow cases.

NOMENCLATURE

cf Local skinfriction coefficient
H Channel halfwidth
J Jacobianmatrix of the generalizedgrid transformation
k Turbulentkineticenergy
1 Length
Mmax Maximum coreMach number in the Sajbendiffuser
P Static pressure
Pe Exit staticpressure
Pk Productionrate of turbulentkineticenergy
Pt Inlet total pressure
R Pipe radius for axisymmetricpipe flows
R Pressure ratio for Sajben diffuser flows, Pe/Pt
ReH Reynolds numberbased on channelcenterlinevelocityand halfwidth
ReR Reynolds numberbased on pipe centerlinevelocity and radius
Rer Reference Reynolds number, (prurlr)/Pr
Rex Reynolds numberbased on freestreamvelocityand distance alongflat plate
Re0 Reynolds number based on freestreamvelocityand momentumthickness
T Statictemperature
Tt Inlet total temperature
t Physical time
u+ Non-dimensionalvelocity,u/uz

ux Shear velocity, l!--_-

g......,-....-

It"

u,v Velocities in the Cartesianx and y directionsfor2-D planar equationsor in the
cylindrical x and r directionsfor axisymmetricequations

w Velocitiesin the swirl directionin theaxisymmetricequation



x,r Cylindricalaxial and radial coordinates
x, y Cartesiancoordinates
Yn Minimumdistance from the nearestsolid wall
y+ Non-dimensionalwallcoordinates
5 Boundary layer thickness

Dissipationrate of turbulentkineticenergy
It,lat Laminarand turbulentviscositycoefficients
p Static density
z Computationaltime
{, rl Computationalcoordinates

SUBSCRIPTS

o Centerlineflow properties
r Dimensionalreferenceconditions

INTRODUCTION

Two-equation turbulence models are often used in conjunction with Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes computer codes to simulate turbulent flow fields, and there has been a considerable amount of
research devoted to these models. However, previous turbulence research projects often concentrated
on deriving and validating the turbulence models without devoting the considerable amount of efforts
required to take a two-equation turbulence model from pure turbulence research to practical
engineering calculations. As a result, there is a need to incorporate well proven two-equation
turbulence models into a computer code that is user-oriented, well documented, and easy to use. It is
hoped that this will permit fluid dynamicists to quickly and efficiently perform CFD calculations
involving two-equation turbulence models for a wide variety of turbulent flow fields. In this paper,
the implementation and validation of the Chien low Reynolds number k-e turbulence model (Chien,
1982) in the two-dimensional/axisymmetric version of Proteus (Towne et al., 1990), a compressible
Navier-Stokes computer code, will be described.

IMPLEMENTATION

Algebraic turbulencemodels are simpleto use and requirelittle computationaltime. As a result,a
popular algebraicturbulencemodel, the Baldwin-Lomaxturbulencemodel (Baldwinand Lomax,
1978), is available in the Proteus code. However, it has generallybeenaccepted that two-equation
turbulencemodels aremore general than algebraicmodelswhile stillrequiring a reasonable amountof
computationaltime. In a reviewby Patel et al., 1985,the low Reynolds number two-equationmodels
of Launder and Sharma, Chien, Lam and Bremhorst,and Wilcox and Rubesin are found to perform
better than the others. For the current implementation,the Chien k-amodel was chosen for the
followingreasons:

• Its low-Reynoldsnumber termsare approximatedby simple algebraicrelations. This reduces
the computationaltime and improvesthe numericalstabilityof the k-_model in the nearwall
region.

• Its boundary conditions for k and € at the wall are simple.
• It gives reasonable turbulent and mean flow results near a solid wall.
• It has been used by other researchersin Navier-Stokescalculations with good results (Sahu

and Danberg, 1986, Nichols, 1990).

In this implementation,the Proteusphilosophy of code readabilityand modularityhas been
strictly adhered to. To optimize performanceon the Cray computers, the Fortran codingof the Chien
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k-e model has beenvectorized as much as possible. Additionallogic has been providedto handle
flows with multiple solid surfaces and axisymmetricflows with or without swirl.

CHIEN k-E TURBULENCE EQUATIONS

The two-dimensional/axisymmetricChienk-e equationsare transformedinto generalized
nonorthogonalbody-fitted coordinates. For the 2-D case, the followinggeneralizedgrid
transformationis used to transformthe k-e equations from physical (x,y,t) coordinates to
computational(g,rl,'t)coordinates:

= _(x,y), rl = rl(x,y), and _ = t (1)

The transformed2-D k-Eequationscan be writtenin vector notation as:
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The turbulentviscosity is givenby

k 2
_t,=C.p-- (18)E

The empiricalconstantsare the sameas those usedin the original Chienformulations:
rrk =1.0, rrE=1.3

_.-";lC,=1.35, C2=1.8 1-9e" j

Cu = O.O9(1-e-°°"s'+ ), where R, = pk.--_-2I.te
Note that Ynis theminimum distance to the nearest solid wall, and y+ is computed from Yn. The

production of turbulentkinetic energyPk includes the full Boussinesqapproximationfor compressible
flows. All of the aboveequations have beennondimensionalizedusing appropriatenormalizing
conditions (Andersonet al., 1984). The turbulentkinetic energy k has been nondimensionalizedby
Ur2, and turbulent dissipationrate e by prU4/pr.

Using the transformationof equation (1) with y replacedby r, the transformed axisymmetrick-e
equations for the Chienmodel can be written usingvector notation as

O(r'_€) O(r_') O(rCJ) r(SOz t----_-+-_--ff - +_') (19)

where 'V¢, _', (], S, and _' are the same as the correspondingterms in the2-D transformed
equation with the coordinatey replaced by r, and

2r¢ 216= Lkax) ar-_L_ L arkr)J (2o)
Ou Ov v

= - (21)7x+-b-Tr+r
In the current implementation, the swirlvelocityw is includedin the axisymmetricformulationof

the turbulentkinetic energyproductionterm

SOLUTION ALGORITHM FOR THE k-e EQUATIONS

For codemodularity in turbulencemodeling, the set of k-e equations are laggedin time and solved
separatelyfrom the Navier-Stokesequationsusing a finite differencetechnique. Like theNavier-
Stokes equations in Proteus, thek-e equations are solved by marching in time using a coupled
alternatingdirection implicit (ADI) solutionprocedurewith the generalizedfirst- or second-ordertime
differencingscheme of Beam and Warming, 1978. The 2-Dk-e equations are solved using the
followingsequence:
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An analogoussolutionprocedureis used for the axisymmetrick-€equations. The parameters01
and 02determine the type of time differencingschemeused (Beamand Warming, 1978). To
approximatespatial partial derivatives,a variablecenteredformula is used. Following Nichols,1990,

the spatialderivatives for theconvectiveterms A, C, Fo,Gc are approximatedusing first-orderupwind
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differencing. A first-orderbackward differenceapproximationis used for the termswith positive
eigenvalues,and a first-order forward differenceapproximationis used for the terms with negative
eigenvalues. Since the k-e solver uses the same time step as the Navier-Stokessolver, severaltime
step options are available. In addition, the user can specify the number of k-e iterationsper Navier-
Stokesiteration and any k-e time step factor.

Theboundary condition types and boundaryconditionvalues for k and e can be specified at any
boundary as a whole or at any point on any boundary. For easy modification and easy evaluationof
complicatedboundary condition expressionsfor k and e, the boundary conditions are treated
explicitly. Spatiallyperiodic boundaryconditionsfor k and e are also availableand implemented
using a periodic block solver. Unlike the ProteusNavier-Stokessolver, artificialviscosities are not
used in the k-e solver. Smoothing is provided by usingfirst-order upwind differencingfor the
convectiveterms in the k-e equations as describedabove. No artificialboundsor constraintswere
placed on the computed k and e profiles. The only requirementimposed on the k and Eprofiles
computedin this implementationis that they both have to be positive.

Forcomputationswith the k-_turbulencemodel, initial valuesfor k and _are required throughout
the flow field to start the time marchingprocedure. The best choice for initial conditionsfor thek-e
equationswill vary from problem to problem, and the user must supply a subroutine that sets up the
initial values for k and e for the time marching procedure. A default subroutine, subroutineKEINIT,
is built into Proteus that computes the initial k and Evaluesfrom an initial or restart mean flow field
based on the assumptionof local equilibrium (productionequalsdissipation), and variations of that
scheme havebeen found to be useful in computing thek-e initialconditions for many turbulent flow
calculations.

In subroutineKEINIT, the production rate of turbulentkinetic energyPk is first computed from
the initial or restart mean flow field using equations(15)-(17), assumingk is zero everywhere. Then
the initial profile for the dissipationrate e is foundusing the followingrelation:

€ - (30)
Rerp

Next, equation (18) is used to compute the initial profile for the turbulent kineticenergy k, and the
resultingk and Eprofiles are then used to start the time marching process for the k-e equations.

VALIDATION

To validateProteus and thek-e model, laminarand turbulent computationshave been done for
severalbenchmark test cases: incompressiblefully developed2-D channel flow, fully developed
axisymmetricpipe flow, boundary layer flow over a flat plate, and turbulent Sajben transonic diffuser
flow. The laminarcomputations served as confidencechecks for the Proteus code as well as test beds
for the various combinations of mean flow initial and boundaryconditionsthat would be useful for
the turbulent cases.

The turbulent computationswere done with both the Baldwin-Lomaxand the Chien k-e turbulence
models. The samemean flow boundary conditionswere used for laminar and turbulent flow
calculations. Unlessotherwise stated,the default artificialviscosityand numericaldifferencing
schemes in Proteus were used, initial conditionsfor thek-e equationswere generatedusing the
subroutineKEINIT mentioned above,and convergencewas assumed when the average absolute
residual value for each of the mean flow equation becameless than lxl0 -6. If it was necessary to
cluster grid points near a solid wall, the default gridpoint packingoption in Proteus was used. This
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option uses the Roberts transformation(Roberts, 1971)to pack points near specifiedboundaries. All
of the computationswere done on the Cray YMP at NASA-Lewis ResearchCenter.

FULLY DEVELOPED 2-D CHANNEL FLOW

Figure la shows the grid geometry as well as theboundary conditions used for all of the fully
developed 2-D channel flow test cases. Theplates are separatedby a distance 2H in the y direction
and the mean flow is in the x direction. Because of symmetry,only half of the 2-D channel was
modeled.

Laminar Channel Flow Test Case
Incompressiblefullydeveloped laminarflow in a 2-Dchannel with acenterline Mach numberof

0.05 was computed with no turbulencemodel. For this case, ReHis 100. A 5HxlH computational
domain with 51x31 grid points was used. Uniform grid spacingwas used in both the streamwise and
normal directions. For mean flow initial conditions,the2-D Poiseuille velocityprofile was used.
When a CFL number of 20 wasused, the convergedsolutionwas obtained in 8710 iterations. As can
be seen in figure2a, the agreementbetweenthe Proteusresult and the exact solution(Dailyand
Harleman, 1966)is excellent. For a givenpressure drop, the centerlinevelocity computed by Proteus
is 1.28%lower than the laminarexact solution,and this differenceis observed to increase as the grid
becomescoarseror the centerlineMach number is increased. This observationapplies to all of the
channel flow and pipe flow test cases discussed below. This computationrequired 2.20x10-5
sec/iteration/gridpoint.

Turbulent Channel Flow Test Case
The channel flow experiment conductedby Hussein andReynolds, 1975was selectedfor the

turbulentfully developed 2-D channelflow test case. Identicalflow conditionsand grid point
distributionwere used for both the Baldwin-Lomaxand the Chienk-e turbulencemodel. ReHused in
this case is 32300. A 5HxlH computationaldomain with 31x61 grid points was used. Grid points
were clusteredin the normal directionnear the channelwall with approximately10 grid points located
in theviscous sublayer,and the nearest grid pointoff the wall is at y+ = 0.8. Uniform grid spacing
was used in the streamwisedirection. For mean flow initial conditions,the turbulentvelocity profile
derived by Musker, 1979 was used. When a CFL numberof 40 was used, converged solutions were
obtainedin 43380 iterationsfor the Baldwin-Lomaxmodel and 44860 iterationsfor the Chienk-€
model. The large numberof iterationsrequired for convergence is caused by using a compressible
code to compute an incompressibleflow.

Results in figures 2b, 2c, and 2e show that the Chienk-e model gave better predictions for the
internal2-D channel flow than theBaldwin-Lomaxmodel. In this test case, the centerlinevelocities
computed by Proteus using the Baldwin-Lomaxmodel and the Chienk-Emodel are 0.34% and 3.3%
lower than the experimentalvalue, respectively. From figure2c, it can be seen that the higher
centerlinevelocitycomputedby theBaldwin-Lomaxmodelis causedby the prominentwake-like
behaviorof the u+ profile near thecenterline.

In figure 2d, the turbulent kineticenergyprofile computedby the Chienk-€model is compared
with the experimentaldata from Laufer, 1949at ReH = 30800. The computed outer turbulentkinetic
energyprofile is slightlyhigher than the experimentaldata, but the trend is well predicted. While the
near walldata publishedby Laufer was incomplete,the Chienk-e model predicteda prominent peak
of turbulentkinetic energyin the near wall region as expected. Figure 2e shows that while the eddy
viscosityprofilepredicted by the Chienk-e modelgives better agreementwith the experimentaldata
than theBaldwin-Lomaxmodel, it is significantlylargerthan the experimentaleddy viscosityprofile
near the channel center. This discrepancyis also observed by Myong and Kasagi, 1990in their
evaluationof the Launder-Sharmaand the Lam-Bremhorstlow Reynolds numberk-e models. The
turbulentcomputationswith the Baldwin-Lomaxmodel and the Chienk-€model required 2.36x10-5
sec/iteration/gridpoint and 3.21x10-5sec/iteration/gridpoint, respectively.



FULLY DEVELOPED AXISYMMETRIC PIPE FLOW

Figure lb shows the gridgeometryaswell as the boundaryconditionsusedfor allof the fully
developedaxisymmetricpipeflow testcases. The piperadiusis R, andthe meanflow is in the x
direction.Becauseof symmetry,onlyhalf of the pipewas modeled. Both the Navier-Stokesandthe
k-Esolverswere usedin axisymmetdcmode.

Laminar Pipe Flow Test Case
Incompressiblefullydevelopedlaminarflow in anaxisymmetricpipewith acenterlineMach

numberof 0.05 was computedwith no turbulencemodel. Forthis case, ReR is 100. A 5RxlR
computationaldomainwith 51x31 gridpointswas used. Uniformgrid spacingwas used in both the
axialandradialdirections.Formeanflow initialconditions,the Poiseuillevelocityprofilewas used.
When a CFLnumberof 20 was used,the convergedsolutionwas obtainedin 3500 iterations. As can
be seen in figure3a, the agreement betweenthe Proteusresult and the exact solution(Daily and
Harleman, 1966)is excellent for both the velocityprofile and pressure drop. For a given pressure
drop, the centerline velocity computed by Proteus is 0.58% lower thanthe laminarexact solution.
This computationrequired 2.49x10-5sec/iteration/gridpoint.

Turbulent Pipe Flow Test Case
The pipe flow experimentconductedby Laufer,1952was selectedfor the fullydeveloped

axisymmetricpipeflow testcase. Identicalflow conditionsandgridpointdistributionwere usedwith
both the Baldwin-Lomaxandthe Chienk-e turbulencemodel. TheReR usedin this case is 250000.
A 5RxlR computationaldomainwith 21x61 was used. Gridpointswere clusteredin the radial
directionnear the pipewall with approximately8 gridpointslocatedin theviscous sublayer,andthe
nearestgridpointoff the wall is aty+ = 1.2. Uniformgrid spacingwas usedin the axialdirection.
Fork-e initialconditions,the defaultsubroutineKEINITdescribedabove was used. When a CFL
numberof 40 was used,convergedsolutionswas obtainedin 17280 iterationsfor the Baldwin-
Lomaxmodel and13180iterationsforthe Chienk-e model.

The comparisonsin figures 3b-3e show good agreementsbetweenexperimentaland
computationalresultsforboth the Baldwin-Lomaxmodelandthe Chienk-e model. As in the
turbulentchannelflow test case, usingthe Chienk-e modelresultedin bettermeanvelocityprofiles
thanthe Baldwin-Lomaxmodel (figures3b-3c). In figure3d, the turbulentkineticenergyprofile
computedby the Chienk-e model is slightlyhighercomparedwith the experimentaldatafromLaufer,
1952,but the peaknear the wall andthe generaltrendarewell predicted.Figure3e shows thatthe
Reynoldsstressprofilespredictedby the Chienk-e andthe Baldwin-Lomaxmodels agreeexactly
with the experimentaldata. Inthis figure,the Baldwin-LomaxReynoldsstressprofileis exactly on
topof the Chienk-e profile.

Inthis test case, the centerlinevelocitiescomputedby Proteususingthe Baldwin-Lomaxmodel
andthe Chien k-e model are2.09%higherand2.34%lower thanthe experimentalvalue,
respectively.As in the turbulentchannelflow test case,the Baldwin-Lomaxmodelpredicteda
somewhathighercenterlinevelocity than the Chienk-emodel. The turbulentcomputationswith the
Baldwin-Lomaxmodel andthe Chienk-emodelrequired3.7lxl0 -5sec/iteration/gridpointand
4.36x10-5sec/iteration/gridpoint,respectively.

2-D BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW

Figure lc shows the grid geometryaswell as the boundaryconditionsused forallof the 2-D
boundarylayer test cases. Incompressiblelaminarandturbulentflowsovera fiatplateatzero
pressuregradientwith a freestreamMachnumberof 0.1 was computedwith andwithout the
turbulencemodels. The meanflow is in the x direction. Forthe upstreamboundary,the Blasius
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velocityprofiles were used to specify the u and v boundaryconditions for both the laminarand
turbulent flow cases. To keep approximatelythe samenumberof grid points inside the boundary
layer at any givenx station, the height of the grid systemis increasedwith the distance downstreamof
the plate. The grid points are clustered near the solid wall so that, at any given streamwiselocation,
approximately 90 percent of the gridpoints are located inside the boundarylayer. Because of this
special grid treatment, the default Proteus grid packing schemewas not used. Instead,an algebraic
grid packing scheme described in Hoffmann, 1989was employed.

Laminar Boundary Laver Flow Test Case
Incompressiblelaminar boundarylayer flow over a flat plate was computed. The computational

domainranges from Rex = 1000at the upstreamboundary to Rex = 100000at the downstream
boundary with 51 grid points in the x directionand 31 grid points in thenormal direction. Grid
points were clustered in the normaldirectionnear the plate surface. Uniform grid spacingwas used
in the streamwisedirection. For mean flow initial conditions,the Blasius velocityprofiles were used.
When a CFL number of 20 was used, convergencewas reached in 1860iterations. As can be seen in
figures 4a and 4b, the agreementbetweenthe Proteusresult and the exact solution (Dailyand
Harleman, 1966)is excellent for both thevelocity and local skinfriction profiles. This computation
required 2.07lxl0 -5sec/iteration/gridpoint.

Turbulent Boundary Layer Flow Test CO_¢
The incompressible turbulent boundary layer experimentconductedby Klebanoff, 1953was

selectedfor the turbulent boundarylayer flow test case. Identicalflow conditionsand grid point
distributionwere used with both the Baldwin-Lomaxand the Chienk-_turbulencemodels. The
computationaldomain ranges from Rex = 1.0x104 at the upstreamboundaryto Rex = 10.0x106at the
downstreamboundary with 81 gridpoints in the x direction and51 grid points in the normal
direction. Grid points were clusteredin the normaldirectionnear the plate surfacesuchthat, at Re0 =
7700, approximately 10 grid points were located in the viscous sublayerwith the nearest gridpoint
off the wall at y+ = 0.5. Uniform gridspacing was used in the streamwise direction. In the
calculationusing the Baldwin-Lomaxmodel, the Blasius velocityprofiles were used for the mean
flow initial conditions. The CFL values were 5 for the first 300 CPU seconds and 20 thereafter. The
converged solutionwas obtained in 12010iterations. The computationusing the Chien k-€modelcan
also be started from the Blasius velocityprofiles, but to save Cray CPU time, the Chienk-e
calculationwas startedfrom the convergedBaldwin-Lomaxsolution. The CFL valuesused in the
Chienk-Ecomputation were 2 for thefirst 300 CPU secondsand 10 thereafter. An additional 11920
iterationswere required beforeall of the residualvaluesfor each of the mean flow equationsleveled
out. It should be noted that thenumber of iterationsrequiredfor convergencecan be significantly
reduced if higher freestreamMach numbers were used. For instance,the number of iterations
required for convergencewas cut in half when the freestreamMach numberwas increased to 0.3 with
virtuallyno change in the computedresults.

Results in figures 4c-4d show that, althoughthere are minor differencesbetween the Baldwin-
Lomax and the Chienk-e computedvelocityprofiles, both of those modelspredicted velocityprofiles
that are in excellent agreementwith theexperimentaldata.

In figure 4e, the turbulentkinetic energyprofilecomputed by the Chien k-emodel is compared
with the experimentaldata from Klebanoff, 1953. The agreement is very good. In figure4f, the
Chienk-e model is seen to givebetter predictionof the local skinfriction coefficientprofilethan the
Baldwin-Lomaxmodel. The flat plate computationswith the Baldwin-Lomaxmodel and the Chienk-

model required 1.94x10-5sec/iteration/gridpoint and 2.73x10-5sec/iteration/gridpoint,
respectively.



SAJBEN TRANSONIC DIFFUSER FLOW

Figure ld shows the grid geometryas well as the boundary conditionsused for all of the Sajben
transonicdiffuser test cases. Turbulent flow was computed in the converging-divergingduct. The
mean flow is in the x direction. Given a trLxedinlet total pressure, there can be a strong shock, weak
shock,or no shock at all in the diffusing sectionafter the throat, dependingon the pressure at the
diffuser exit. The weak shock case has been usedas a test case in the 2-D Proteus code User'sGuide
(Towne et al., 1990). In this report, all three cases were computed using both the Baldwin-Lomax
modelwith the Launder-Pfiddinmixing lengthformula in the inner region and the Chienk-_model.
A computationaldomain of 81 grid points in the streamwisedirectionand 51 grid points in the normal
directionwas used. To capture the shock in transonicflow cases, more gridpoints were positioned
in the streamwisedirection in the diffusing sectionafter the throat. Gridpoints were also packed in
the normal directionnear the two solid walls to resolve the viscous regions with the nearest gridpoint
off the wall at y+ = 1.5 - 4.0. The samegrid distribution was used in all three cases. Since second-
order time differencingwas use in all of the calculations,no residualswas computed. Convergence
was assumed when the pressure distributionsremainedessentiallyconstant for a given fixedpressure
drop.

Initially, theBaldwin-Lomaxmodelwas used to start the calculationfor all threecases. The initial
conditionswere zerovelocity and constant pressureand temperatureeverywherein the flow field.
For the transonic flow cases, the exit pressure was gradually lowered to R = 0.1338 to establish
supersonicflow in the diffusing section after the throat. Then the exit pressure was gradually raised
to the appropriate pressure ratio, R (R = 0.72 for strong shock and R = 0.82 for weak shock) to
establishthe shock and iterated there using either the Baldwin-Lomaxor the Chienk-e turbulence
models. For the subsonic flow case with no shocks, starting from zero initial conditions everywhere,
the exit pressure was gradually lowered to R = 0.862 using the Baldwin-Lomaxmodel and then
iteratedthere using either of the turbulencemodels.

Figures 5a-5f compare the pressure distributionscomputedby Proteus using the Baldwin-Lomax
and the Chien k-e models with the experimentaldata used by Hsieh et al., 1987. For the no shock
case (R = 0.862), the Chien k-_results agree well with the experimentaldata while the Baldwin-
Lomax model gave pressures that are too low at the throat. Both turbulencemodels give good results
for the weak shock case (R = 0.82). For the strong shock case (R = 0.72), the Chien k-r model does
a betterjob of predicting thepressure profile right after the shock. However,both turbulencemodels
predictedpressures that are too high after theshock. This is to be expected, sinceexperimentaldata
published by Hsieh et al., 1987, Bogar et al., 1983and Salmon et al., 1983showed that flow
separation does occur at the upper wall for the strong shockcase, and no specialmodifications were
made to either of the models to compute separatedflow. Note that the shocklocations for the
transoniccases could be fitted better if the grid points were clustered at the shock locations. But since
this was a shock capturing analysis, identical grids were used in all cases.

Figures 6a-6f plot the computed Mach numbercontours for the no shock, weak shock, and strong
shockcases, respectively. The Mach contours for the no shock and the weak shock cases computed
using the Baldwin-Lomaxmodel look similarto those computed using the Chienk-_model, but the
Baldwin-Lomaxmodel predicteda maximumcore Mach number that is too high for both cases. For
the strong shock case, the Baldwin-Lomaxmodel incorrectlypredictedbottom wall flow separation
after the shock,while the Chienk-ecalculationand experimentalresults showedthat separation
occuredon the top wall..Using either of the turbulencemodels,Proteus computed the critical mass
flowrate for the transonicdiffuser flow cases to be about 1-3%lower than the one-dimensional
isentropic equation. For the Sajbendiffuser, calculationsusing the Baldwin-Lomaxmodel and the
Chienk-e model required 4.00x10-5sec/iteration/gridpoint and 4.24x10-5sec/iteration/gfidpoint,
respectively.
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SUMMARY OF VALIDATION CASES

From the abovevalidation cases, one can see that the Chienk-e model consistentlypredicted the
correct flow physics for all of theflows under consideration,whereas the Baldwin-Lomaxmodel was
havingproblems with the internal flow cases. The Chienk-Emodel required about41% more CPU
time than the Balwin-Lomaxmodelfor simplerflows such as the flat plate and only about 6% more
CPU time for more complicatedflows such as the Sajbendiffuser. For more complicated flows,
especiallyflows with multiple solid walls, the differencein CPU timesrequired by the Chien k-E
model and the Baldwin-Lomaxmodel is small. This is becausethe Baldwin-Lomaxmodel is
burdenedwith repetitious calculations,additionallogic, and complicatedaveragingprocesses in order
to come up with a reasonable turbulent viscosityprofile for flows with complex geometries. Whereas
in the Chienk-e model, more complexflow cases use exactly the same amountof calculationsas the
simpler flow cases with only changes in boundary conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

The Chienk-e turbulencemodel has been successfullyimplementedinto the 2-D version of
Proteus, a general purpose Navier-Stokescode. Validation test results showedthat the Chienk-e
model gives good results for a wider variety of flows than the Baldwin-Lomaxmodel in Proteus.
Also, the above test cases showedthat the CPU time required for Proteus calculationsusing the Chien
k-e model is only slightlymore than the Baldwin-Lomaxmodelfor real life flow cases with
complicatedgeometries.
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